
Year 7 - Maths – The Knowledge - Autumn 2

Key words Definition

Product To multiply 

Sum To add

Difference The result of a subtraction

Multiples The multiples of a number are all the 
numbers in its times tables. 

Factors A factor of a number is a number that 
divides into another number without any 

remainder. 

Area The value of where the digit is in the 
number

Mean A form of average. 
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Factors and multiples tricks

All multiples of 
3 

You can tell if any number is a multiple of 3 if the sum of digits 
is also a multiple of 3
Example: 453            5+4+3 = 12           
12 is a multiple of 3 therefore 453 is also a multiple of 3. 

All multiples of 
5

All multiples of 5 end in either a 5 or a zero

All multiples of 
4

You can tell if a number is a multiple of 4 by looking at the last 
2 digits. If the last 2 digits are a multiple of 4 then the whole 
number will be. 

Example: 3432

32 is a multiple of 4 therefore 3432 is also a multiple of 4. 

0 is not a 
factor of 
anything

This is because you cannot divide any number by zero. 

All multiples of 
2

All multiples of 2 end in 0, 2, 4, 6 or 8

All multiples of 
9

You can tell if any number is a multiple of 9 if the sum of digits 
is also a multiple of 9
Example: 459            5+4+9 = 18           
18 is a multiple of 9 therefore 458 is also a multiple of 9. 

e x e Even x even is always even

o x  e Odd x even is always odd

e + o Even x odd is always odd

o + o Odd x odd is always even



Year 7 – The Knowledge – Science – Autumn 2 - Chemicals

Indicators are chemicals which change colour, 
depending on whether they’re mixed with 

acids or alkalis. Universal indicator (U.I) is the 
most accurate indicator, see below for others:

Neutralisation means adding an acid and an 
alkali together to make something neutral. A 

general equation for neutralisation is:

Simple Distillation: The process used to separate a pure liquid from a mixture of liquids. It works when the 
liquids have different boiling points.

Solute = A substance that is 
dissolved in another 
substance.

Solvent = A substance that 
dissolves another substance.

Solution = The mixture of the 
solute and solvent together.

Insoluble: a substance that cannot
dissolve (e.g. sand, rice).

Soluble: a substance that can
dissolve (e.g. salt, instant coffee).

Factor Effect on  Solubility

Temperature When the temperature 
increases, the rate of
dissolving increases.

Stirring We can speed up the rate of 
dissolving by stirring our 
solution.

Bunsen 
burner

Gauze

Crucible

Heat-proof
mat

Tripod

Evaporation can be used to separate 
a soluble solid from a solution.

Thermometer

Flask

Clamp

Steam

Salt Water

Bunsen 
burner

Clamp Stand

Condensed Water

Conical Flask

Pure Water

Water-Cooled 
Jacket

Cold Water In

Cooling Water

Key words: distillation, condenser, condensing, distillate 

Chromatography is used to separate 
mixtures and help identify substances. 

Top Mistakes Consequence

Overfilling the 
beaker

Water level is too 
high & ink doesn’t 
move upwards.

Drawing the 
starting line in pen

The line smudges, 
affecting our
results.

If two coloured dots move the same 
distance up the chromatogram (paper), 
they contain the same chemical.

Acids and alkalis are measured by the pH scale, which 
ranges from 1 (strong acid) to 14 (strong alkali).  

A pH value of 7 is neutral (neither acid nor alkali), 
Acid: 1-6
Alkali: 8-14

Substance pH Value Colour with 
Universal 
Indicator

Vinegar 3 Orange

Distilled water 7 Green

Ammonia 12 Dark blue/purple

Indicator Colour in 
Acid

Colour in 
Alkali

Blue Litmus 
Paper

Turns red Stays blue

Red Litmus 
Paper

Turns blue Stays red

Cabbage Turns red Turns blue

Acid + Alkali  Salt + Water

The name of the salt depends on the 
names of the two chemicals which are 

reacting:

The first part of the 
salt’s name is the 

same as that of the 
alkali

e.g. magnesium 
oxide produces 

magnesium nitrate, 
calcium carbonate 
produces calcium 

nitrate etc. 

The second part of 
the salt’s name 

depends on the acid:

Hydrochloric Acid = 
Chloride

Nitric Acid = Nitrate

Sulphuric Acid = 
Sulphate

x-axis = Horizontal

Independent Variable (I.V)
The one you change to see what 
happens.

Dependent Variable (D.V)
The one that you measure for your 
results.

Control Variable (C.V)
The ones that stay the same the whole 
time.

Independent variables go on the x-axis and dependent variables on the y-axis.

It’s important that our control variables stay the same so our results are reliable.

Funnel
Filter Paper

Residue

Filtrate

Conical 
Flask

Filtration can be used to separate an insoluble solid from a 
filtrate.
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Drawing graphs is easy! See below:



Social and Historical context Key terms Themes

The Great Depression: crippled the country from 1930 – 1936
On October 29 1929, millions of dollars were wiped out in an event that became known as the Wall Street Crash. 
As a result, people lost their life savings when firms and banks went bust, and 12 - 15 million men and women -
one third of America's population - were unemployed.

protagonist The main character(s) Friendship and Loneliness:
The novella explores the human 
need for companionship and 
the tragedy of loneliness.

Antagonist The character or force which 
opposes the protagonist

The Dustbowl: Added to the man-made financial problems were natural ones. A series of droughts in southern 
mid-western states led to failed harvests and dried-up land. The eroded soil was swept up by strong winds into 
huge dust clouds and dust storms. Farmers were forced to move off their land and had to sell what they owned 
to pay their debts.

motivation What a character wants and 
why they  want it

Symbolism / 
symbolic

Something that represents a 
bigger idea

Discrimination
Steinbeck reveals the predatory 
nature of mankind: the 
powerless are targeted by the 
powerful. 

Migrant labour: Due to the depression and dust bowl, many men became migrant workers which  meant they 
moved from place to place looking for a job. Many economic migrants headed west to 'Golden' California, 
thinking there would be land going spare and sought work as casual farmhands. Steinbeck encourages us to 
empathise with the plight of migrant workers during the Great Depression

Foreshadowing A hint beforehand that 
something is going to happen

American Dream: In America people had always believed that if they worked hard enough they could be 
successful – anybody could ‘make’ it, if they tried hard enough. This idea was known as the ‘American Dream’. In 
the 1930s many individuals lost all they owned. They felt that they had no hope of making a decent life for 
themselves and lost all self‐respect and faith in their society. 

perspective A character’s point of view. Dreams
The American Dream is shown 
to be impossible: reality defeats 
idealism

setting Where and when the story takes 
place

Discrimination and racism: In the Depression black people often suffered a great deal worse than white people.  
Racial discrimination was not illegal and racism was widespread. Whites and blacks were segregated in 1930s 
America and black people were considered second class citizens. Black people were paid less than their white 
peers and they had to work harder than everyone else, often given the more 'dirty work'. 

Cyclical 
structure

A story that ends with 
characters in a  similar situation 
to where they  began.

English Of Mice and Men knowledge Grid Year 7 Autumn 2

Key quotations
Chapter 1 “Lennie, who had been watching, imitated George exactly. He pushed himself back, drew up his knees, embraced them, looked over to George to see whether he had it just 

right.”
George went on furiously. "I got you! You can't keep a job and you lose me ever' job I get. Jus' keep me shovin' all over the country all the time."

"If you don' want me I can go off in the hills an' find a cave. I can go away any time." (Lennie) "No—look! I was jus' foolin', Lennie. 'Cause I want you to stay with me." (George)
“We got a future. We got somebody to talk to that gives a damn about us. We don't have to sit in no bar room blowin' in our jack jus' because we got no place else to go. If 
them other guys gets in jail they can rot for all anybody gives a damn. But not us." Lennie broke in. "But not us! An' why? Because… because I got you to look after me, and you 
got me to look after you, and that's why." 

Chapter 2 " I never seen one guy take so much trouble for another guy. I just like to know what your interest is." (the Boss)
Chapter 3 Slim looked through George and beyond him. "Ain't many guys travel around together," he mused. "I don't know why. Maybe ever'body in the whole damn world is scared of 

each other.“ and “it jus’ seems kinda funny a cuckoo like him and a smart little guy like you travellin’ together.” Slim
“I ain’t got no people,” George said. “I seen the guys that go around on ranches alone. That ain’t no good. They don’t have no fun. After a long time they get mean.” George
“I ought to of shot that dog myself George. I shouldn’t ought to of let no stranger shoot my dog.”  Candy
Lennie covered his face with his huge paws and bleated with terror. He cried, “Make ‘um stop, George.”

Chapter 4 "George can tell you screwy things, and it don't matter It's just the talking. It's just bein' with another guy. That's all." (Crooks)
Chapter 5 “I should of knew,” George said hopelessly. “I guess maybe way back in my head I did.”

“I ain’t gonna let ‘em hurt Lennie” George
Chapter 6 Lennie said. “I thought you was mad at me George.” “No,” said George. “No, Lennie. I ain’t mad. I never been mad, an’ I ain’t now. That’s a thing I want ya to know.”



Year 7- Why and how do people pray? Autumn 2

Prayer A request for help or expression of 

thanks to god

Siddur Jewish prayer book

Torah A scroll that has the Jewish laws written 

on it. It is the word of god

Synagogue Holy building for Jewish people 

Kippah A skull cap that Jewish men wear on 

their heads to remind them to follow 

god’s laws

Tefillin Small leather boxes worn on the head 

and arm. They have passages from the 

torah in them. They remind Jewish 

people to keep God’s laws. 

Ritual A formal, serious act, done to carry out 

a religious practice

Quran Holy book for Muslims

Ra’el Prayer stand that Muslims put the 

Quran on 

Mosque Holy building for Muslims

How do Jewish people pray? How do Muslims pray?

• Three times a day

• In synagogue or at home

• Need a minyan, 10 men to pray

• Make blessings over every action they 

do

• Pray in Hebrew

• Face west, towards Jerusalem, their 

holy place

• Set prayers- written down in a prayer 

book

• Private prayers- about personal matters

• Five times a day

• Wash themselves before they pray, 

wudu

• Can pray in the mosque or at home

• Pray on a prayer mat

• Face towards Mecca, their holy place

• Salat- obligatory Muslim prayers, five 

times a day

• Du’a- personal prayers that Muslims 

can make 

Why do people pray?
• To thank god
• To praise god
• Confess they have done something wrong
• To ask for something
• If someone they love is sick
• To worship god
• For advice from god on how to act
• For courage or strength from god

Shema Shahadah

‘Hear O Israel, the Lord is our God, the 

God is one’ 

• Declaration of Jewish faith. 

• Recited every morning and evening.

• It says they believe in one god. 

• It is the first and last words Jewish 

people say. 

• The shema tells Jews to love god 

and to follow God’s laws. 

• It tells them to teach their children 

about the laws. 

There is no God but Allah and 

Muhammad is his messenger’

• Basic statement of Islamic faith.

• States that Allah is the only god 

and that Muhammad is his 

messenger. 

• It says that they believe this is true 

and that they will obey all the 

commitments of Islam in their life. 



Year 7 - The Art Knowledge – Autumn 2

The Formal Elements

Line A mark made by a moving point on a surface.

Tone The different qualities of darkness and light.

Shape The outline of an object.

Colour Different Hues formed by light refracting on surfaces.

Pattern A repeated decorative design.

Texture The feeling of a surface e.g. rough/smooth.

Form The three dimensional quality of an object.

Types of colour

Primary colours can be mixed to make all of the other colours. They 
cannot be made by mixing other colours

The primary colours are Red, Blue and Yellow

Secondary colours Can be made by mixing two primary colours

The secondary colours 
are

Orange, Green, Purple

Tertiary Colours Can be made by mixing all three primary colours, a 
primary and a secondary colour or two secondary 

colours.

The tertiary colours are Different types of brown

Practice applying tone to make the 2D shapes 3D



Year 7 - The Art Knowledge – Autumn 2

Practice applying tone to make the 2D shapes 3D



Year 7 - The Art Knowledge – Autumn 2

Practice applying tone to make the 2D shapes 3D



Year 7 - The Geography Knowledge –Natural Hazards

Tectonic 
Plates

The crust is split into several 
pieces (like a cracked egg shell). 
These pieces of rock are called 
tectonic plates. They float on 
the mantle.

Oceanic 
Crust

Curst found under the oceans 
(thin, young, more dense)

Continental 
Crust

Crust found under land (thick, 
old, less dense)

Continental
Drift

Theory that said the earth’s 
continents are very slowly 
moving and that once all the 
continents were joined together 
to form a super-continent called 
Pangea.

Earthquake A sudden movement of tectonic 
plates due to a release of energy 
of pressure. It is followed by a 
series of aftershocks. 

.

CONSTRUCTIVE PLATE BOUNDARY
Two plates move away from each other due to 
convection currents in the mantle.
• This leaves a gap. Magma rises to fill this gap = 

volcanoes. This usually occurs under oceans. 
The magma creates new land = sea floor 
spreading

• As a magma rises, small earthquakes occur.

DESTRUCTIVE PLATE BOUNDARY
Two plates move towards each other. One plate is 
subducted beneath the other. 
• As they move past each other, pressure builds 

up and up and up. This pressure is suddenly 
released = earthquake.

• As they move past each other friction and 
pressure cause the surrounding plate to melt = 
magma. This rises through the crust = volcano.

CONSERVATIVE PLATE BOUNDARY
Two plates move past each other, either in 
the same direction at different speeds or in 
opposite directions. 
The line between the two plates is called the 
FAULT LINE.
• As the two plates slide past each other, 

pressure builds up and up and up. This is 
suddenly released = earthquakes

CONVECTION CURRENTS
• The mantle is made up of semi molten rock. 
• Convection currents are circular currents in 

the mantle. 
• Convection currents cause the overlying 

tectonic plates to move. 

HAITI EARTHQUAKE (LIC)
Where: Haiti, Caribbean Islands.
Plate Margin: conservative plate boundary of the Caribbean and North 
American plates
When: 12th January, 2010
Magnitude: 7.0 on the Richter Scale. 
Epicentre: 25km west of Port-au-Prince, at a depth of 13km

EFFECTS
Primary effects happen straight away or are a direct cause of the 
earthquake. 
Secondary effects happed after the earthquake and are often as a result of 
a primary effect.

PRIMARY EFFECTS SECONDARY EFFECTS

• 220,000 dead
• 300,000 injured
• 200,000 homes damaged and 

100,000 destroyed
• 8 hospitals destroyed in Port-au-

Prince
• 5000 schools destroyed or 

damaged
• Transportation routes (roads, 

rail, ports, airports) destroyed by 
fallen buildings

• Service lines (water, gas, 
electricity) destroyed

• Trauma and diseases from dead 
bodies.

• 1.3 million Haitians in temporary 
camps

• Increase in unemployment and 
companies stop making money as 
cannot export goods

• High crime rates
• Aid supplies could not reach 

victims.
• 2 million Haitians with no food, 

electricity, water
• Cost :$11.5 billion

HIC LIC

Quality of infrastructure The buildings, roads and bridges in HICs are much stronger. They also have 
earthquake proof buildings that do not fall down. 

The buildings are built out of poor quality materials = fall down during 
earthquake.

Use of monitoring and 
predicting equipment

HICs use equipment to monitor the ground to predict when the earthquake will 
occur. They also have plans to help them prepare for when the earthquake 
occurs

Not all LICs can afford monitoring equipment to predict when the earthquake 
will occur or have sufficient plans to help them prepare for when it does. 

Communication systems HICs have good communication systems to help communicate with the 
population what to do following the earthquake.

LICs do not have good communication systems to communicate with the 
population what to do following the earthquake = do not know what to do.

GDP: wealth of country Countries have more money to spend planning, predicting  and protecting 
themselves from the earthquake, they can also rebuild the country quicker. 

LICs, do not have the money to rebuild after a natural disaster. They also can’t 
spend as much money on search and rescue or clean up operations.

As tectonic plates suddenly move, they send out
SHOCK WAVES 
• The point of movement is called the FOCUS. 

The point directly above the focus is called the 
EPICENTRE

• The closer you are to the focus and epicentre, 
the stronger the earthquake will be.

Year 7 - The Geography Knowledge – Tectonic Hazards



30% One social consequence of the Black Death was many 
people died.

40% + More specifically The Black Death killed 50 million 
people in the 14th century, or 60 per cent of Europe’s entire 
population. This lead to the price of food and other goods 
falling.

50% ++Which meant that the Black Death was significant 
because before the Black Death England had a large 
population where most people did not have a lot of food or 
money. But  after the Black Death the population of London 
was  between 40% and 50% so with less people wages rose so 
more people could afford better food.

Timeline

16. Social:
• The Black Death killed 50 million people in the 14th century, or 60 per cent of Europe’s entire population
• After the Black Death the price of food and other goods fell
• Wages increased because there were fewer workers after the Black Death had killed so many people
• They were able to build bigger and more comfortable houses. They ate more meat, vegetables and less 

bread. 

17. Regions:

• The Black Death killed many priests. 
• Some priests left their churches. This left ordinary people without the person who was their link to God and 

who could read them the Bible.
• This meant new priests had to found to take their place. Many of the new priests could not read or write and 

were not very good at being priests. 

18. Cultural:
• The Black Death changed literature. It inspired a book called The Decameron by Giovanni Boccaccio
• Many of the stories focus on death. Boccaccio's book inspired many later authors such as the English writer 

William Shakespeare. 
• People became fascinated with death and this led to the personification of death as the Grim Reaper
• People reacted to images of death in different ways. Some people went out and had party’s and drank 

alcohol to try and enjoy themselves while they still could. Others lived more quietly and spent lots of time 
praying so they would be more likely to go to heaven when the died

8. Flagellants A person who whips themselves to show  God they are sorry for their sins

9. Pestilence a fatal epidemic disease

10. Buboes A swelling the size of an onion, filled with black smelling liquid 

11. pneumonic 
plague

When the lungs are affected and breathing becomes difficult

12.  Bubonic Plague Leads to fever, buboes and vomiting. Body would be covered in buboes 

13. Significant Great or important to be worthy of attention

14. Symptom When a feature shows illness in a person

15.  Black Death The Plague which hit Britain in 1348

Year 7 – What was the most significant consequence of the Black Death?

1. June 1348 –
Black Death kills 
over 5 million in  
Mongol China

2. June 1348: Black 
Death arrives at 
Melcombe Regis 
(Weymouth)

3. Sept 1348: Black 
Death reaches London

4. 1353 - The Decameron 
by Giovanni Boccaccio

5. 1381: The Peasant 
Revolt

6. It would return many 
times over the next few 
centuries until health and 
living standards improved

7. 1666 – Great fire of 
London  - destroyed 
the plague when it 
comes back for good

From the source I can infer (learn)……
I know this because I can see…

I am not surprised because …

20. Source on the Black Death

Key Words 19. Perfect Paragraph

Consequents of the Black Death



The Musical Elements 

Melody The main tune in a piece of music. Usually 
the part that the vocalist sings 

Rhythm
The pattern of beats in a piece of music. 
Usually played by a percussion instrument 
e.g. drum kit, djembe or by beatboxing or 
body percussion 

Harmony 
The chords, or accompaniment, in a piece 
of music. Could be played by piano or 
guitar or by backing singers

Tempo
How fast or slow a piece of music is e.g. 
slow tempo / fast tempo. 

Dynamics 
How loud of soft a piece of music is. The 
dynamics get louder as more 
instruments/singers join in. 

Texture The layers of sound in a piece of music. 
E.g. thick texture when many people are 
playing/singing and thin texture if it is a 
solo 

Instrumentation Which instrument you can hear  in a piece 
of music (e.g. piano, flute, strings). A 
Cappella music has no instrumentation 
other than vocals

Structure The overall layout of a piece of music. 
Usually begins with an intro before 
verse/chorus and ends with an outro. 

Pitch

Whether a note, or sound, is high or low 
e.g. high pitch / low pitch 

Year 7 - The Music Knowledge – Autumn 2 The Elements of Music 

A Cappella Techniques

Beatboxing High Pitch: Violin, Viola
Low Pitch: Cello, Double Bass 

Body Percussion High Pitch: Trumpet, Cornet, French Horn
Low Pitch: Trombone, Tuba 

Vocals Instruments that you hit or shake! 
Timpani, triangle, snare drum, cymbals, 
triangle 

A Cappella Singing without any instruments
accompanying 

Accompaniment The ‘backing’ parts of a song that are not 
the main melody

Graphic Score Techniques

Horror/Shock:
• Create a ‘cluster chord’ – hit hand on keyboard
• Suddenly loud or quiet 
• Repeated short notes 

Building suspense:
• Slow chromatic scale getting higher in pitch
• Gradually get louder or softer 
• ‘knock’ on the door 
• Long notes held on the keyboard 

Rainfall: repeating scales getting lower in 
pitch 
Thunder: Loud ‘crash’ – hit hand on keyboard
Footsteps: slow scale on keyboard getting 
higher in pitch 
Wind: fast scales going up and down to create 
‘swirling’ effect 

Count 1 2 3 4

Clap X + X X

Stamp X X X

Rhythm Grids 

Creating a Graphic Score 

5 claps in a row 

A loud ‘crash’  3 scales getting higher 

Voice alternating high
and low 

Keywords

Scale Notes next to each other going high or 
lower 

Mashup Blending lots of songs together to create a 
performance 



EU “bleu / deux / neuf” (blue/two/nine)

OU “rouge” (red)

R “orange” (orange)

G “orange” (orange)

E “orange” (orange)

I “gris / avril / dix” (grey/April/ten)

J/G
“orange / rouge / jaune / janvier” 

(orange/red/yellow/January)

AU “jaune” (yellow)

O “orange / violet” (orange / purple)

AN “orange / dimanche” (orange/Sunday)

ON “marron” (brown)

Z/S
“six / samedi / mars” 

(six/Saturday/March)

UN “lundi” (Monday)

T
“vert / trois / sept” (green / three / 

seven)

OI “trois” (three)

QU “quatre” (four)

IN “cinq / quinze” (five/fifteen)

ER / É “janvier / février” (January/February)

AI “mai” (May)

LL “juillet”

OÛ “août”

CH “chien / dimanche” (dog / Sunday)

IEN “chien” (dog) 

EM
“novembre / décembre / septembre” 

(November/ December / September)

Year 7 - MFL Knowledge – Autumn 2

La phonétique: practise
these sounds

En classe La grammaire

Les phrases 
importantes: 
Complétez les blancs. 

Je vais I am going 

Tu vas you are going 

Il/elle va he/she is going 

Nous allons we are going 

Vous allez
you (plural) are 

going 

Ils/elles vont they are going 

Désolé(e) I’m sorry

Je ne sais pas I don’t know

J’ai oublié I’ve forgotten

Je suis en retard I’m late

C’est correct ! It’s correct!

Je suis d’accord I agree

Répétez, s’il vous

plait

Could you repeat it, 

please?

Comment dit-

on…en français ?

How do you say…in 

French?

J’ai fini ! I’ve finished! 

Est-ce que je 

peux…
Can I …

J’ai besoin de… I need…

Il faut… You/we must…

On va… We are going…

Les verbes
partir to leave

parler (en 

anglais)

to speak (in 

English)

distribuer to hand out

ramasser to collect

travailler to work 

jouer to play

choisir to choose

faire to do
FU

TU
R

Je suis I am

Tu es You are

Il/elle est He/she is

Nous sommes We are

Vous êtes You (pl) are

Ils/elles sont They areP
R

ÉS
EN

T

Mon anniversaire

est le _______ 

________.

My

birthday is 

the 

________ 

of 

________. 

Ma couleur

préférée est le 

_______ .

My

favourite 

colour is 

________. 

Quelle est ta 

______ 

préféréé?

What is your 

favourite 

________? 


